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 4We consider families A of summability methods which have similar featuresa
Ž .in their construction as the family of Cesaro methods C, a . Abel-type powerÁ
series methods will be added to those families and inclusion and Tauberian
theorems will be proved. The Tauberian and inclusion theorems proved in the
w Ž .papers R. Kiesel, Math. Z. 214 1993 , 273]286; R. Kiesel and U. Stadtmuller,È
Ž . Ž . xCanad. J. Math. 46, 1994 , 982]994; R. Kiesel, Math. Nachr. 176 1995 , 129]138
for certain families of generalized Norlund methods and Abel-type power seriesÈ
Èwmethods are combined with the results of the papers A. Tali, Tartu Riikl. Ul.
Ž .Toimetised 960 1993 , 117]138; M. Muristaja and A. Tali, Acta et Comment. Uni¤.È
Ž . xTartuensis Math. 1 1996 , 93]103 in order to extend them, to improve the
w Ž .arguments used in R. Kiesel, Math. Z. 214 1993 , 273]286; R. Kiesel and U.
Ž . xStadtmuller, Canad. J. Math. 46 1994 , 982]994 and to get more general convexÈ
families of summability methods. The main theorems deal with two-parameter
 4 Ž .families A of generalized Norlund methods Theorems 3.1]3.3 . Q 1999 Aca-Èab
demic Press
1. PRELIMINARIES
We begin with the definition of generalized Norlund summability meth-È
Ž .ods and power series methods of Abel type. Let s denote throughoutn
Ž .the paper complex sequences and q a real sequence with q ) 0 andn 0
44
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Ž  4.q G 0, n g N s 0, 1, 2 . . . . For the definition of the power seriesn
Ž w x.method J see 2 , we suppose thatq
‘
nthe power series q x s q x has radius of convergence R s 1.Ž . Ý n
ns0
1.1Ž .
Ž .We say that s is summable to s by the power series summability methodn
Ž .J and write s “ s J ifq n q
‘
n < <q x s s q x converges for x - 1 andŽ . Ýs n n
ns0
‘1
ns q x “ s as x “ 1 y .Ý n nq xŽ . ns0
In particular, if q s 1 then J is the Abel method. Therefore we say thatn q
Žthe power series method J is an Abel-type method in contrast to theq
.cases with R s ‘ where we speak of Borel-type methods .
Ž .Furthermore we say that s is summable to s by the extended powern
U Ž U . Ž .series method J and write s “ s J if the power series q x has aq n q s
positive radius of convergence and can be holomorphically extended along
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0, 1 the new function is denoted by q again and if q x rq x “ s, ass s
x “ 1 y , holds. Obviously this method is somewhat stronger than the
Ž .method J itself. In some results we need additional conditions on q ,q n
namely,1
n
Q s q “ ‘ n “ ‘ , 1.2Ž . Ž .Ýn k
ks0
or
nq s O Q n “ ‘ . 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽWe note that the two conditions 1.2 and 1.3 imply 1.1 as we have
Ž . Ž .. w xR F 1 by 1.2 and R G 1 by 1.3 . By Theorem 5 in 7 the method J isq
Ž . Ž . Ž .regular; i.e., s “ s, n “ ‘ implies s “ s J , if and only if 1.2 holds.n n q
This condition implies regularity of the method JU as well.q
Ž .We notice that condition 1.3 is satisfied, for example, in case of a
Ž .non-increasing sequence q and in case of a sequence of form q sn n
d Ž . Ž . Žn L n where d ) y1 and L ? is a slowly varying function i.e., in case of
1 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž a .Further we use the conditions 1.1 ] 1.3 also for other sequences like p , b , etc.n n
Ž .without reformulating them .
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w x .regularly varying weights q ; see 1 for definitions . The definition of an
Ž . w xgeneralized Norlund method N, a, b was given in 3 and is as follows:È
Ž . Ž .Let a and b be real sequences with the convoluted sequencen n
n
a) b s a b / 0 n g N .Ž . Ž .Ýn nyk k
ks0
Ž . Ž .We say that s is summable by the generalized Norlund method N, a, bÈn
Ž .to s and write s “ s N, a, b ifn
n1
h s a b s “ s n “ ‘ .Ž .Ýn nyk k ka) bŽ . n ks0
Ž w x.The theorem of Toeplitz see e.g., Theorem 2 in 7 says that method
Ž .N, a, b is regular if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied
a bnyk k “ 0 n “ ‘, k g N , 1.4Ž . Ž .
a) bŽ . n
n
< <a b s O a) b n “ ‘ . 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý nnyk k
ks0
We use the following notation for summability methods A and B. We say
A : B if s “ s A implies s “ s B ,Ž . Ž .n n
and
s s O A if the A-transform of s is bounded.Ž . Ž .n n
The relations between generalized Norlund methods and power series,È
resp., generalized power series methods are given in the following lemma.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1.1. Let be gi¤en a sequence q obeying 1.1 and a realn
Ž . Ž . ‘ nsequence a with associated power series a x s Ý a x ha¤ing radius ofn ns0 n
Ž .con¤ergence R G 1. Furthermore assume that the con¤oluted sequence r sn
2 Ž . Ž . n Ž .a) q satisfies r ) 0, n g N and R s Ý r “ ‘, n “ ‘ . Then wen n ks0 k
ha¤e:
Ž . Ua J : J .q q
Ž . Ž U . < <1r n Ž .b s “ s J and lim sup s F 1 imply s “ s J .n q n“‘ n n q
Ž . Ž . ‘ nc r x s Ý r x has radius of con¤ergence R s 1.ns0 n
Ž . Ž .d J : J ? N, a, q .q r
2 Ž . Ž .We use for a positive sequence r also the notation r ) 0.n n
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Ž . Ž . Ue J ? N, a, q : J .r q
Ž . Ž .f The methods J and J ? N, a, q are equi¤alent pro¤ided thatq r
Ž . < <a z / 0 in the unit disc z - 1 in the complex plane.
Ž . < <1r n Ž Ž . .g If lim sup s F 1 in particular if s is bounded thenn“‘ n n
Ž . Ž Ž ..s “ s J iff s “ s J ? N, a, q .n q n r
Ž . Ž . Uh N, a, q : J andq
< <N , a, q : J pro¤ided that a z / 0 in z - 1.Ž . Ž .q
Ž . Ž U . ŽŽ .. Ž Ž ..i s “ s J and s s O N, a, q imply s “ s J ? N, a, q .n q n n r
Ž .Proof. a This follows directly from the definitions.
Ž . Ž . ‘ nb Here the radius of convergence of q x s Ý q s x is at leasts 0 n n
one and the ordinary power series method applies.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c Since r x s a x q x the radius of convergence is at least one,
Ž . Ž .since R “ ‘ it is exactly one. Note that since r x is positive on 0, 1 then
Ž .same is true for a x .
Ž . Ž .d ] f These results follow from the formula
q x a x Ý‘ r rr Ýn a q s x n Ý‘ r h x n r xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .s ns0 n n ks0 nyk k k ns0 n n ts s s ,
q x a x a x q x r x r xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1.6Ž .
y1 n Ž . Ž .where h s r Ý a q s is the N, a, q -transform of s . This im-n n ks0 nyk k k n
Ž . Ž .plies d . For e observe that
Ý‘ r rr Ýn a q s x nŽ .ns0 n n ks0 nyk k k
q x s ,Ž .s a xŽ .
Ž . < < Ž Ž . .and q z may have singularities in z - 1 namely, where a z s 0 buts
Ž . Ž .not on 0, 1 . Thus q z may have radius of convergence less than one buts
Ž . Ž .it can be holomorphically extended along 0, 1 and the formula 1.6 , i.e.,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q x rq x s r x rr x applies on 0, 1 by the uniqueness of holomor-s t
U Ž .phic continuation. Hence, the J method applies. If a z has no zero inq
Ž .the unit disc the radius of convergence of q z is one and the ordinary Js q
method applies directly.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g This is implied by d , e , and b .
Ž . Ž . Ž .h This is implied by e , resp., f and the regularity of J .r
Ž . Ž U . Ž . < <i s “ s J yields q z has a power series expansion in z - Rn q s
Ž x Ž .for some R g 0, 1 and can be holomorphically extended along 0, 1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then the same holds true for q z s q z a z and by the formula 1.6Äs s
Ž U Ž .. Žwe find that s “ s J ? N, a, q observe that holomorphic extensionn r
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .retains the formula q x rq x s r x rr x on 0, 1 . The N, a, q -trans-s t
Ž . Ž . Ž .form h of s is bounded by assumption and hence we find by b thatn n
Ž . Ž Ž ..h “ s J which is s “ s J ? N, a, q .n r n r
w xThe following discussion is guided by results known from 9 on the
Ž ay1 .family of generalized Norlund methods A s N, A , q with continu-È a
ay1 ay1 n q a y 1Ž . ŽŽ ..ous parameter a ) 0 and A s A s . It is easy to seen n
Ž .that these methods are regular under the condition 1.2 .
Ž ay1 .The family of methods A s N, A , q satisfy the factorization prop-a
erty
N , Aa
Xy1 , q s N , Aa
Xya y1 , q a ? N , Aay1 , q a , a X ) 0 ,Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
a Ž ay1 .where q s A ) q . Thus the structure of this family is similar to the
Ž .structure of the family of Cesaro methods C, a .Á
As the starting point for our main results we formulate the results from
w x Ž .9 see Proposition 1 and Theorems S, 1, and 2 in the following lemma.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1.2. Let the conditions 1.1 and 1.2 be satisfied. Then for e¤ery
0 - a - a X we ha¤e the implications
s “ s N , Aay1 , q « s “ s N , Aa Xy1 , q « s “ s J .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n q
1.7Ž .
Ž . YIf , in addition, the condition 1.3 holds then we ha¤e for e¤ery 0 - a - a
- a X the implications
s “ O N , Aay1 , q , s “ s N , Aa Xy1 , qŽ . Ž .n n 1.8Ž .Y
a y1« s “ s N , A , q ,Ž .n
and
s “ s J , s s O N , Aay1 , q « s “ s N , Aa Xy1 , q , 1.9Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .n q n n
and
s “ s J , s s O 1 « s “ s N , Aay1 , q , 1.10Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n q n n
and
s s O 1 , s “ s N , Aa Xy1 , q « s “ N , Aay1 , q . 1.11Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n
Note that due to Lemma 1.1 the method J can be replaced by JUq q
everywhere in this lemma. In particular, for Cesaro methods the implica-Á
Ž . Ž . Ž x w xtions 1.7 ] 1.9 are also known for parameters in y1, 0 . In 8, 11
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Ž U banalogous results were proved for the family of methods A s N, q ,b
Ug .q with a discrete parameter b s 1, 2, 3, . . . where g is a fixed number
 4 U b Ž U Ž by1. . U1from 1, 2, 3 . . . , q s q ) q and q s q were special se-n n n n
quences. These results were proved with the help of certain asymptotics
for the weights q . The main idea of our paper is to combine the resultsn
w x w xfrom 9 with the results from 8, 11 for regularly varying weights in order
to get more general results and get more insight into the structure of these
results.
2. INCLUSION AND TAUBERIAN THEOREMS FOR A
ÁCESARO-TYPE FAMILY
We consider here some more general families of summability methods
having a similar structure as the family of Cesaro methods.Á
 42.1. Let A be a family of summability methods A which transformsa a
3 Ž . Ž a .sequences s g v into sequences h where a is a continuousn A na
parameter with values4 a ) a .0
Ž . a Ž . Ž .We say that s “ s A if h “ s, n “ ‘ and that s s O A ifn a n n a
a Ž . Ž .h s O 1 , n “ ‘ .n
 4 Ž w x.The family A is called a Cesaro-type family see 14 if the methodsÁa
X Ž .XA and A are for any a - a - a and any sequence s g v relateda a 0 n Aa
through the equation
n1X X
a a yay1 a ah s X A b h n g N , 2.1Ž . Ž .Ýn nyk k kabn ks0
Ž a Xya y1 a . a Ž a .Xi.e., A s N, A , b ? A , where b s b are positive sequencesa a n
satisfying for a X ) a ) a ,0
ba
X
s ba ) Aa
Xya y1. 2.2Ž .
By construction of the Cesaro-type family we haveÁ
n n
a aq1 aya a aya aÄ Ä Ä Äb s b s A b G A b “ ‘ n “ ‘Ž .Ý Ýn n nyk k n 0
ks0 ks0
Ž a . Ž .for all a - a - a . Thus the sequences b satisfy condition 1.2 forÄ0 n
 4every a ) a . Let us consider together with the Cesaro-type family AÁ0 a
Ž by1 a .the methods N, A , b for a ) a and b ) 0. Applying for every0
3 v is the set of sequences where method A can be applied.A aa4 All the results of this section can be stated for the case a G a if this makes sense.0
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Ž by1 a . Ž a .fixed a the methods N, A , b to A -transformed sequences h wea n
can transfer the results formulated in Section 1 to a Cesaro-type family.Á
 4PROPOSITION 2.1. If A is a Cesaro-type family then the methodsÁa
Ž a Xya y1 a . XN, A , b are regular for all a - a - a .0
Ž . YDirect Proof. Condition 1.5 is automatically satisfied. Denoting a s
Ž . aa q a r2 and using properties of numbers A we get for all a - a -0 n 0
a X 5
Aa
Xya y1 Aa
Xya y1 Aa
Xya y1
nyk nyk nyk
X s FX Y Y X Y Ya n a ya y1 a a ya y1 ab Ý A b A bn ks0 nyk k n 0
1
s O Y s o 1 k g N ,Ž . Ž .k kayaž /n
Ž .and hence 1.4 is true implying our statement.
Ž .The latter proposition and 2.1 imply:
 4PROPOSITION 2.2. If A is a Cesaro-type family then for e¤ery a - aÁa 0
- a X we ha¤e
s “ s A « s “ s A X . 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .n a n a
Under an additional condition we have a convexity theorem which is a
w xslight generalization of Sinha's theorem in 12 :
 4 XTHEOREM 2.1. If A is a Cesaro-type family satisfying for e¤ery a , a )Áa
a the condition0
ba
X
X Xna ya a yac n F F c n n s 1, 2, . . . , 2.4Ž . Ž .1 2abn
with constants 0 - c - c , then we ha¤e for e¤ery a - a - aY - a X:1 2 0
s s O A , s “ s A X « s “ s A Y . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n a n a n a
Ž a . Ž . Ž .Proof. Observe that sequences b satisfy the conditions 1.1 ] 1.3n
Ž . Ž . a Ž .Xfor all a ) a . If s s O A and s “ s A ; i.e., if h s O 1 and0 n a n a n
a Ž a Xya y1 a . Ž Ž .. a Ž aYya y1 a .h “ s N, A , b use 2.1 then h “ s N, A , b , i.e., sn n n
Ž . Ž .Y“ s A by 1.11 .a
5 Throughout our paper the coefficients in conditions of boundedness and also the rate of
convergence may depend on values of parameter a . Let us agree not to show this dependence
explicitly with indices without special need.
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This result can also be proved as an immediate corollary from a more
w x Ž a .general convexity Theorem 2.2 in 13 . If the sequences b defined by an
 4 Ž .Cesaro-type family A satisfy the condition 1.1 then we can define theÁ a
Abel-type power series methods J a.b
 4 Ž .PROPOSITION 2.3. If A is a Cesaro-type family where b satisfy theÁa n
Ž . acondition 1.1 for some a ) a then the methods J are regular for all0 b
a ) a .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. As b satisfies 1.2 for every a ) a and 1.1 for everyn 0
aa ) a the methods J are regular.0 b
 4 Ž a .PROPOSITION 2.4. If A is a Cesaro-type family where b satisfy theÁa n
Ž . Xcondition 1.1 for some a ) a then we ha¤e for e¤ery a - a F a that0 0
s “ s A « s “ s J aX ? A X .Ž . Ž .n a n b a
If in addition v s v then our inclusion holds also for a X - a .XA Aa a
Ž a . Ž . Ž .Proof. Observe that b satisfies the conditions 1.1 and 1.2 forn
every a ) a . If a F a X then due to Lemma 1.2 our inclusion holds by the0
inclusion A : A X and the regularity of the method J aX. If a ) a X thena a b
Ž aya Xy1 a X . Xawe have by Lemma 1.2 that N, A , b : J and therefore A sb aX X
aya y1 a XŽ . X XaN, A , b ? A : J ? A .a b a
 4 XTHEOREM 2.2. If A is a Cesaro-type family satisfying for e¤ery a , a )Áa
Ž . Y Xa the condition 2.4 then for e¤ery a - a F a - a we ha¤e0 0
s “ s J a ? A , s s O A Y « s “ s A X .Ž . Ž . Ž .n b a n a n a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Formula 2.2 and Condition 2.4 imply 1.1 ] 1.3 for every
Ž a . a Ž . a Ž aYya y1 a .asequence b . Now if h “ s J and h s O N, A , b thenn n b n
a Ž a Xya y1 a . Ž . Ž . Y Ž .Xh “ s N, A , b , i.e., s “ s A by 1.9 if a - a and by 1.10n n a
Yif a s a .
 42.2. As an example of Cesaro-type family A consider a certainÁ a
family of generalized Norlund methods.È
Define Aas as coefficients of the power seriesn
s ‘eŽ .y aq1 as n1 y x log s A x for a g R, s g N.Ž . Ý nž /1 y x ns0
Ž . Ž .Then we consider from now on besides q another sequence p withn n
p ) 0, p G 0 and a fixed number s g N such that for every a ) a ,0 n 0
r a s pa) q ) 0 n g N ,Ž . Ž .nn
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a Ž ay1, s .where p s A ) p Now we can define the family of generalizedn n
Norlund methodsÈ
A s N , pa , q a ) aŽ . Ž .a 0
Ž w x. Ž w x.see 13, 12 . It is easy to verify with help of the equation see 6 ,
Aaqa
Xq1 , sqs X s Aas ) Aa
X , s X a , a X , s , s X g R, n g N , 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .nn
and properties of convolution that the following relations hold
pa
X
s pa ) Aa
Xya y1 , 2.7Ž .
r a
X
s r a ) Aa
Xya y1 , 2.8Ž .
A X s N , Aa
Xya y1 , r a ? A a , a X ) a 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .a a 0
Ž w x. Ž a .see 13, 12 . Thus the methods A s N, p , q form a Cesaro-typeÁa
family with ba s r a.
Ž a .We note that the methods A s N, p , q contain the following knowna
methods as partial cases:
Ž a . Ž w x.The methods N, p , q with s s 0 and a s 0, see 12 ,0
Ž a . Ž w x.The methods N, p here s s 0, q s 1, a s y1, see 4 ,n 0
Ž ay1 . ŽThe methods N, A , q here s s 0, p s 1, p s 0 otherwise,0 n
w x.and a s 0, see 9 ,0
Ž . Ž gdThe methods C, a , s , g , d here p s 1, p s 0, q s A , d g N,0 n n n
w x.g ) y1, a s y1 y g , see 6 ,
Ž . Ž gThe methods C, a , g here s s 0, p s 1, p s 0, q s A , g ) y1,0 n n n
w x.a s y1 y g , see 6 ,0
Ž . Ž .The methods C, a here s s 0, p s 1, p s 0, q s 1, a s y1 .0 n n 0
w xFor more detailed references for these methods see 13 . We remark that
Ž a .some special methods N, p , q are considered in Section 3.
All results stated in this section can be applied to the family of methods
Ž a .N, p , q as a special Cesaro-type family, some of them can even beÁ
Ž .improved. We notice that if the conditions 1.1 and
‘
nthe power series p x s p x has radius of convergence R G 1Ž . Ý n
ns0
2.10Ž .
a Žare satisfied, then Lemma 1.1 applies with a s p observe that R G 1n n
. Ž .for the associated power series . Part h of that lemma yields:
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 4PROPOSITION 2.5. If A is the family of generalized Norlund methodsÈa
Ž a . Ž . Ž .A s N, p , q satisfying the conditions 1.1 and 2.10 , then we ha¤e fora
any a ) a that0
s “ s A « s “ s JU . 2.11Ž . Ž .Ž .n a n q
Ž . < < Ž .In particular, if p z / 0 in z - 1 then 2.11 holds also with J instead ofq
JU.q
Our next result follows from Theorem 2.2 as an immediate conclusion
Ž Ž ..apply Lemma 1.1 i .
 4PROPOSITION 2.6. If A is the family of generalized Norlund methodsÈa
Ž a . Ž . Ž . Ž .A s N, p , q satisfying besides the conditions 1.1 and 2.10 also 2.4a
for a , a X ) a with ba s r a then we ha¤e for e¤ery a - a - a X:0 n n 0
s “ s JU , s s O A « s “ s A X . 2.12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n q n a n a
 4PROPOSITION 2.7. If A is the family of generalized Norlund methodsÈa
Ž a . Ž a .A s N, p , q with matrices a satisfying the conditions of Propositiona nk
‘ < a < Ž . X2.6 and Ý a s O 1 for some a ) a then for e¤ery a ) a we ha¤ens0 nk 0
s “ s JU , s s O 1 « s “ s A X .Ž . Ž .Ž .n q n n a
Ž . Ž a .Proof. As s s O 1 implies s s O N, p , q , our result follows fromn n
the previous one.
Ž .The following lemma gives a sufficient condition for 2.4 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.1. If both p and q satisfy the condition 1.3 then then n
inequalities
r ans say1 ay1Ln log n F F Mn log n a ) 0, n s 2, 3, . . .Ž . Ž . Ž .
P Qn n
2.13Ž .
a a Ž . Xhold and thus b s r satisfy the inequalities 2.4 for all a , a ) 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž wProof. We note that 1.3 implies the condition P s O P see 15,2 n n
x. Ž as . Ž . Ž w x.p. 169 . We also use for sequences A the relations 2.6 and see 6 :n
1 sas aA ; n log n n “ ‘, a ) y1 . 2.14Ž . Ž . Ž .n G a q 1Ž .
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Ž . Ž .a At first let us prove 2.13 in the special case where q s 1,0
Ž . a aq s 0, n s 1, 2, . . . , i.e., where r s p .n n n
If a G 1 we have
n n
s sa ay1, s ay1 ay1p s A p s O 1 n log n p s O 1 n log n P ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn nyk k k n
ks0 ks0
and also
n n
a ay2, s ay2, s ay1, sp s A P G A P G P AÝ Ýn nyk k nyk k Nq1 nyNy1
ks0 ksNq1
say1G Ln log n P ,Ž . n
w xwhere we choose N s nr2 .
w x Ž Ž .If 0 - a - 1 and N s nr2 then we obtain observe 1.3 and P rP2 n n
Ž ..s O 1 ,
N n
a ay1, s ay1, sp s A p q A pÝ Ýn nyk k nyk k
ks0 ksNq1
n n
say1 ay1, ss O 1 n log n p q O 1 A P rkŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýk nyk k
ks0 ksNq1
nPnsay1 ay1, ss O 1 n log n P q O 1 AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ýn nykn ksNq1
say1 ass O 1 n log n P q O 1 A P rnŽ . Ž . Ž .n nyNy1 n
s say1 ay1s O 1 n log n P q O 1 n log n P ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
and furthermore
n Nq1 Nq1
sXa ay1, s ay1, s ay1p s A p G A p G L n log n pŽ .Ý Ý Ýn nyk k nyk k k
ks0 ks0 ks0
say1G Ln log n P ,Ž . n
with the same choice of N and suitable constants L, LX.
Ž .b General case.
Ž ..If a G 1 then we have use part a ,
n n
say1a ar s p q s O 1 n y k log n y k P qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn nyk k nyk k
ks0 ks0
n
s say1 ay1s O 1 n log n P q s O 1 n log n P Q ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn k n n
ks0
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and using r a s pa ) q s pay1 ) A0 ) q s pay1 )Q,
n n nyNy1
a ay1 ay1 ay1r s p Q G p Q G Q pÝ Ý Ýn nyk k nyk k Nq1 nyNy1yk
ks0 ksNq1 ks0
sX a ay1G L Q p G Ln log n P Q .Ž .n nyNy1 n n
If 0 - a - 1 then
N n
a a ar s p q q p qÝ Ýn nyk k nyk k
ks0 ksNq1
n n
say1 as O 1 n log n P q q O 1 p Q rkŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn k nyk k
ks0 ksNq1
say1 aq1s O 1 n log n P Q q O 1 Q p rnŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n n
say1s O 1 n log n P Q ,Ž . Ž . n n
and finally
Nq1 Nq1
s sXa a ay1 ay1p G p q G L n log n P q G Ln log n P Q .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn nyk k n k n n
ks0 ks0
Finishing this section we add some remarks to the results above.
Ž . Ž a . Ž .Remark 2.1. a The methods N, p satisfy the condition 2.4 for
X Ž . Ž .every y1 - a - a if 1.3 holds use Lemma 2.1 . The methods
Ž . Ž . X ŽC, a , s , g , d satisfy the condition 2.4 for every y1 y g - a , a use
Ž .. Ž . X2.14 , the methods C, a , g also for every y1 y g - a , a and the
Ž . X Ž . Ž a .methods C, a for every y1 - a , a . Also the sequences q and rn n
Ž .satisfy the condition 1.1 in all these cases.
Ž .b We see that the implications stated in this section, in particular,
Ž ay1 . Ž .for methods N, A , q hold under somewhat weaker restrictions on qn
w x Ž .and a than the same implications proved in 9 see Lemma 1.2 .
w x ŽWe note also that Lemma 1 in 9 is not quite true compare it with
Ž .. w xLemma 1.1 h , and therefore the proof of Proposition 1 in 9 has to be
amended.
3. INCLUSION AND TAUBERIAN THEOREMS FOR
CERTAIN TWO-PARAMETER FAMILIES OF
ÈGENERALIZED NORLUND METHODS
 4Now we consider a special family A of generalized Norlund methodsÈab
with a continuous parameter a ) 0 and a discrete parameter b s 0, 1, 2, . . .
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Ž . Ž .determined by sequences p and q , in particular we want to comparen n
the role of the two parameters.
3.1. A New Two-Parameter Family of Generalized Norlund MethodsÈ
Fix s g N and denote
pa 0 s Aay1, s , pab s pa , by1 ) p a G 0, b s 1, 2, . . . , n g N ,Ž .Ž .n n n n
and
r ab s pab ) q a G 0, b s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,Ž .
Ž . Ž .where the sequences p , q are as before. Furthermore we writen n
pU 0 s d , pU1 s p , pU b s pU Ž by1.) p b s 2, 3, . . . .Ž .n n , 0
 4Now we are able to consider the family A of generalized NorlundÈab
methods
A s N , pab , q ,Ž .ab
where a is a continuous parameter with values a ) 0 and b is a discrete
Ž . Ž 0b .parameter with values b g N. If q ) 0 then also r ) 0 and thus then n
methods A are also defined for every b g N. We notice that A s0b a 0
Ž ay1, s . Ž a .N, A , q and A s N, p , q . Let us denote the A -transform ofa1 a b
Ž . Ž ab .s by h .n n
 4To characterize the structure of family A we prove some connectionab
 4X Xformulas between two matrices A and A in the family A . Noteab a b a b
that by the definition of pab and properties of convolutions we have
pab s Aay1, s ) pU b a G 0, b g N . 3.1Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž ay1, s U b . . ŽAs we have by 3.1 that A s N, A ) p , q , a ) 0, b sab
.  41, 2, . . . then for every fixed b g N the family A is a Cesaro-typeÁab
Žfamily of generalized Norlund methods considered in Section 2.2 withÈ
Ž U b . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..p instead of p Thus the following relations hold see 2.7 ] 2.9 ,n n
pa
X
b s Aa
Xya y1 ) pab ,
r a
X
b s Aa
Xya y1 ) r ab ,
A X s N , Aa
Xya y1 , r ab ? A a , a X ) 0, b g N . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .a b a b
Furthermore, we have the identities
pa , bqb
X
s pab ) pU b
X
a G 0, b g N, b X g N , 3.3Ž . Ž .
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and
r a , bqb
X
s r ab ) pU b
X
a G 0, b g N, b X g N .Ž .
Furthermore, any two matrices A and A X are connected through theab a b
relation
A X s N , pU Ž b
Xyb . , r ab ? A a ) 0, b X G b , b , b X g N . 3.4Ž . Ž .Ž .ab a b
Ž . Ž .In order to prove the relation 3.4 we find for every sequence s with then
Ž .help of 3.3 that
n k1 1XU Ž b yb . a , b a bp r p q sX Ý Ýnyk k kyn n na , b a , br rn kks0 ns0
n n1 XU Ž b yb . a bs p p q sX Ý Ý nyk kyn n na , b ž /rn ns0 ksn
n1 X X
ab a bs p q s s h .X Ý nyn n n na , brn ns0
Ž .The following relation can be easily derived now from the equalities 3.2
Ž .and 3.4 :
n
XX U Ž b yb .a yay1 a b
X XA s N , A p , r ? AÝa b nyk k a bž /ž /
ks0
a , a X ) 0, b X G b , b , b X g N . 3.5Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Remark 3.1. In particular, if q ) 0 then all the relations 3.2 , 3.4 ,n
Ž . Ž X X X .and 3.5 hold for every a , a G 0, b G b , b , b g N .
3.2. Main Results
To prove our main theorems we need the following lemma:
Ž . Ž . Ž U b . Ž .LEMMA 3.1. If p satisfies 1.3 then also p satisfies 1.3 for e¤eryn n
 4b g 1, 2, . . . .
Proof. Let us prove our statement for b s 2. We have
w x w xnr2 nr2n n y k
U 2np s n p p F 2n p p F 4 p p n y kŽ .Ý Ý Ýn k nyk k nyk k nykn y kks0 ks0 ks0
w xnr2 n n
U 2F 4c p P F 4c p P s 4c p .Ý Ý Ýk nyk k nyk k
ks0 ks0 ks0
The proof can be completed by induction.
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Ž .  4THEOREM 3.1 Inclusion Theorem . Let A be the family of methodsab
Ž ab . Ž .A s N, p , q a ) 0, b g N .ab
Ž .a Then the inclusion
s “ s A « s “ s A X X 3.6Ž .Ž . Ž .n a b n a b
holds for any 0 - a - a X, b s b X. Moreo¤er,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b If p and q both satisfy 1.3 then 3.6 holds also for anyn n
0 - a F a X, b X ) b.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c If p and q satisfy 1.3 and the condition,n n
n
ya y11there exists a number 0 - a F 1 such that A p G 0 n g N ,Ž .Ý1 nyk k
ks0
3.7Ž .
Ž . X X Xthen 3.6 holds also for any a ) 0, a ) 0, a y a F a , and b ) b.1
d Ž .Remark 3.2. If we put p s A , d ) y1 and q ’ 1, then we haven n n
Ž ab . Ž .N, p , q s C, a q db y 1 and a s 1 q d and it is known that1
Ž a1 . Ž a X 2 . X Ž .N, p , q : N, p , q iff a y a F 1 q d ; i.e., condition 3.7 is sharp
here.
Ž . a a bProof. Part a is proved by Proposition 2.2 with b s p ) q ) 0
because for every fixed b g N the methods A form a Cesaro-typeÁab
Ž . Ž .family with a ) 0. To prove b and c choose first b g N and take then
X Ž . Ž . Xb s b q 1. In case b it is also sufficient to prove 3.6 for a s a only,
Ž . Ž .the rest of the statement follows from a . In case c it is enough to prove
Ž . X Ž .3.6 for a y a ) 0, otherwise the statement follows from b . Thus due to
Ž .the relation 3.5 we have to verify that the method
n
X
a yay1 a bN , A p , r 3.8Ž .Ý nyk kž /ž /
ks0
Ž . X Ž .is regular in case b for any 0 - a s a and in case c also for any
0 - a y a X F a , a X ) 0.1
Observe that
n
X
a yay1p G A p G 0 n g NŽ .Ýn nyk k
ks0
X Ž . Xfor any a s a and under condition 3.7 also for any 0 - a y a F a .1
Ž .Therefore the matrix 3.8 is non-negative for the considered parameters a
and a X. To complete the proof of regularity of this matrix we have to verify
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Ž . ŽCondition 1.4 . With the help of Lemmas 3.1 and 2.1 replace P byn
U Ž bq1. .p therein we obtainn
Ýnyk Aa
Xya y1p p O 1 PŽ .ns0 nykyn n nyk nykF sX X X sa , bq1 a , bq1 U Ž bq1.a y1 nr r n y k n Q log n Ý pŽ . Ž .n n n ks0 k
Pnyks O 1Ž . X sa y1n y k n P Q log nŽ . Ž .n n
s o 1 k g NŽ . Ž .k
X Ž . X X Ž .for a s a ) 0 in case b and for 0 - a y a F a , a ) 0 in case c and1
Ž .therefore the method 3.8 is regular.
Ž . Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3.1. If both p and q satisfy the condition 1.3 andn n
Ž . Ž . Xp satisfies also 3.7 then for e¤ery a ) 0, a ) 0, and b g N there existsn
X Ž .a number b ) b such that 3.6 holds.
Ž .  4THEOREM 3.2 Tauberian Theorem . Let A be the family of methodsab
Ž ab . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A s N, p , q , a ) 0, b g N where p and q satisfy both 1.3ab n n
Ž . Ž .and q also 1.1 .n
Ž .a Then the implication
s “ s JU , s s O A « s “ s A X X 3.9Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .n q n a b n a b
is true for any 0 - a - a X and b X G b.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b If , in addition, p satisfies the condition 3.7 then 3.9 is truen
X X X Žalso for any a ) 0, a ) 0, a y a - a , and b ) b a is defined in1 1
Ž ..3.7 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a Observe that in our conditions on p and q the sequencen n
Ž ab . Ž . Ž a a br satisfies by Lemmas 3.1 and 2.1 the condition 2.4 take b s r inn n n
. X Ž .it for any a ) a ) 0 and b g N. Thus our statement a is already
proved for b X s b by Proposition 2.6 and follows from it for b X ) b with
Ž .the help of part b of Theorem 3.1.
Ž . Y Y X Ž U .b Fix a ) a such that a y a - a . As s “ s J and s s1 n q n
Ž . Ž . Ž .YO A then by part a we have s “ s A which in turn impliesab n a b
Ž . Ž .X Xs “ s A by part c of Theorem 3.1.n a b
Ž . X XRemark 3.3. If the implication 3.9 is true for some a , a , b , b then
the implication
s “ s JU and s s O 1 « s “ s A X X 3.10Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n q n n a b
Ž . Ž .holds, since s s O 1 implies s s O A .n n a b
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Ž .  4THEOREM 3.3 Convexity Theorem . Let A be the family of methodsab
Ž ab . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A s N, p , q , a ) 0, b g N where p and q both satisfy 1.3 .ab n n
Ž .a Then the implication
s s O A , s “ s A X X « s “ s A Y Y 3.11Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . .n a b n a b n a b
is true for any 0 - a - aY F a X and b s b X s b Y. Moreo¤er,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b If q satisfies, in addition, the condition 1.1 then 3.11 is truen
for any 0 - a - aY F a X and b F b Y F b X.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c If q satisfies 1.1 and p satisfies 3.7 then 3.11 is true alson n
Y Y X Y X Žfor any a , a ) 0, a y a - a F a , and b - b F b a is defined by1 1
Ž ..3.7 .
Ž .Proof. a follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 with the help of
Ž . Ž . Ž .Lemmas 3.1 and 2.1. Let us prove b and c . As s s O A andn a b
Ž . Ž U . Ž .X X Y Ys “ s A then s “ s J by Proposition 2.5 and then s “ s An a b n q n a b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y Yby part a of Theorem 3.2 in our case b . In case c we have s “ s An a b
Ž .by part b of Theorem 3.2.
3.3. Tauberian and Inclusion Theorems for the Two-Parameter Family of
Ž .Generalized Norlund Methods Defined by a Sequence pÈ n
 4Let us fix g g 1, 2, . . . and apply the Theorems 3.1]3.3, to the methods
Ž ab . UgA s N, p , q with q s p . Thus we consider in this section theab n n
methods
A s N , pab , pUg a ) 0, b g N .Ž .Ž .ab
Ž . Ž .If p ) 0, n g N then also the methods A are defined for everyn 0b
b g N. In particular, if s s 0 and a s 0 then we have methods A s0b
Ž U b Ug . Ž . w xN, p , p , b s 1, 2, . . . considered in papers 8, 11 . We notice that,
Ž . Ž U b . Ž .in particular, if 1 p s 1 then N, p , p s C, b and J s A is then p
Ž . dy1 Ž U b . Ž .usual Abel method; 2 if p s A then N, p , p s C, bd , d y 1n n
1Ž .and J s A is the extended Abel method; 3 if p s thenp d n n!
Ž U b .N, p , p s E are the Euler]Knopp methods and J s B is a1rŽ1qb . p
Borel method. If b s 0, s s 0, g s 1 then methods A turn intoab
Ž ay1 . Ž a .methods N, A , p . If b s 1 and g s 1 then we get methods N, p , p
w x Žconsidered in papers 12, 13, 14 in a more general setting compare with
Ž a ..the methods N, p , q .
Ž .  4THEOREM 3.4 Inclusion Theorem . Let A be the family of methodsab
Ž ab Ug .A s N, p , p .ab
Ž . Ž . X Xa Then the inclusion 3.6 holds for any 0 - a - a , b s b . If , in
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .addition, p satisfies 1.2 and p ) 0 then 3.6 holds also for a s 0.n n
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Xb If p satisfies 1.3 then 3.6 holds also for any 0 - a F a ,n
b X ) b.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c If p satisfies 1.3 and p p then 3.6 holds also for anyn n
a , a X G 0 with a y a X F 1 and b X ) b.
Ž . d Ž . Ž .d If p s n L n where d ) y1 and L ? is a slowly ¤arying func-n
Ž .tion, L n p
or
dw Ž .If p s A with some d ) y1, w g N then 3.6 holds also for anyn n
X X  4 Xa , a G 0 with a y a F min 1, 1 q d and b ) b.
Ž . XProof. 1 Let us suppose that a ) 0 and a ) 0. Then the statements
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a and b are already proved by parts a and b of Theorem 3.1,
Ug Ž .respectively, because q s p satisfies 1.3 by Lemma 3.1. To infer ourn n
Ž . Ž . Ž .statements c and d as corollaries from part c of Theorem 3.1 we
Ž . Ž .realize first that p satisfies 1.3 also in case d and show afterward thatn
Ž . Ž .the condition 3.7 is satisfied with a s 1 in case c and with a s1 1
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .min 1, 1 q d in case d . Indeed, in case d p satisfies 1.3 due to then
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.relations 2.14 , 2.6 , and see 10 :
n
ay1 aqdA p ; B d q 1, a n L n n “ ‘ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý nyk n
ks0
Ž . Ž .Next, we verify 3.7 . In case c ; i.e., if p p , we haven
n
y2A p s p y p G 0 n g N ,Ž .Ý nyk k n ny1
ks0
Ž . Ž .and thus 3.7 is satisfied with a s 1 in case c .1
Ž . dw Ž .In case d we get for p s A with the help of 2.6 thatn n
n
ya y1 dw ya qd , w1 1A A s A G 0,Ý nyk k n
ks0
d Ž . Ž .because ya q d G y1. If p s n L n then it remains to prove 3.71 n
Ž .with a s d q 1 for y1 - d - 0 otherwise p p . Following the ideas of1 n
w xthe proof of Theorem 23 in 7 we observe that
d d dp n q 2 L n q 1 1 d AŽ . Ž .nq1 nq1s G 1 q ) 1 q s .
d dž /p n q 1 n q 1 An q 1 L nŽ . Ž .n n
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Now we have for a s 1 q d ,1
Ýn Aya 1y1 p p p pks0 nyk k ny1 ny2 0ydy2 ydy2 ydy2s 1 q A q A q ??? qA1 2 np p p pn n n n
Ad 1ny1ydy2 ydy2) 1 q A q ??? qA1 nd dA An n
Ýn Aydy2Ad Ay1ks0 k nyk ns s G 0.
d dA An n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus 3.7 is satisfied also in case d and therefore statements c and d
Ž .are true by part c of Theorem 3.1.
Ž .2 Now it remains to prove our statements also with a s 0 andror
X Ž . Ž .a s 0. a holds with a s 0 since due to 1.2 the connection matrix
N , Aa
Xy1 , p0, bqg ,Ž .
Ž . Ž . Xin factorization 3.2 see also Remark 3.1 is regular for every a ) 0.
Ž . Ž . X Ž .In cases c and d let us suppose that a s 0 a is as before and1
realize that the condition
n
yay1p G A p G 0 n g NŽ .Ýn nyk k
ks0
Ž .is satisfied for every a G a G 0 see the proof of Theorem 3.1 . It remains1
to show that the method
n
yay1 a , bqgN , A p , p , 3.12Ž .Ý nyk kž /ž /
ks0
Ž . Ž .in factorization 3.5 is regular for every a G a G 0. Using 3.3 we obtain1
Ýnyk Ayay1 p p pns0 nykyn n nyk nykF s O 1 .Ž .0, bqgq1 0, bqgq1 U 2p p pn n n
Ž .Further, in case c we have
p P 1nyk ns O 1 s O s o 1 k g N .Ž . Ž . Ž .k k kU 2 ž /nP np nn
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Ž . Ž w x.In case d we get with the help of the relation see 8 ,
pU 2 ; B d q 1, d q 1 n2 dq1L2 n n “ ‘ , 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n
Ž . Ž .2.6 and 2.14 that
p ndL n 1Ž .nyk s O 1 s O s o 1 n “ ‘, k g N .Ž . Ž . Ž .k k kU 2 2 dq1 2 dq1ž /n L n nŽ .pn
Ž .Thus we have shown that the method 3.12 was regular for any a G a G 0.1
Completing our proof we notice that if a s 0, a X ) 0 then the statements
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c and d follow from a and b because p satisfies also the conditionn
Ž .1.2 .
Ž .  4THEOREM 3.5 Tauberian Theorem . Let A be the family of methodsab
Ž ab Ug . Ž . Ž . Ž .A s N, p , p , where p satisfies 1.1 and 1.3 .ab n
Ž . Ž . X Xa Then the implication 3.9 is true for any 0 - a - a and b G b.
Ž . Ž .If , in addition, p ) 0 then 3.9 is also true for a s 0. Moreo¤er,n
Ž . Ž . Xb If , in addition, p p , then 3.9 is true also for any a , a G 0 withn
a y a X - 1 and b X ) b.
Ž . Ž . Ž .c If p satisfies the restrictions in part d of Theorem 3.4 thenn
Ž . X X  4 X3.9 is true also for any a , a G 0 with a y a - min 1, 1 q d and b ) b.
Ž . Ž .Proof. a is an immediate corollary from part a of Theorem 3.2 for
Ug X Ž . Ž .q s p . If a ) 0, a ) 0 then statements b and c follow from partsn
Ž . Ž . Ug Ž . Ž .b and c of Theorem 3.2 because q s p satisfies 1.3 and 1.1 andn
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4p also satisfies 3.7 with a s 1 in case b and a s min 1, 1 q d inn 1
Ž . Ž .case c see the proof of Theorem 3.4 .
X Ž . Ž .In particular, if a s 0 or a s 0 then the statements b and c can be
Ž . Ž . Ž .concluded from part a with the help of parts c and d of Theorem 3.4,
Ž .respectively, in the same way as the part b of Theorem 3.2 was proved.
 4 Ž ab Ug .THEOREM 3.6. Let A be the family of methods A s N, p , p .ab a b
If
Ž . d Ž . Ž .a p ; g s n L n where p ) 0, g p , d G 0, L ? is a slowlyn n n n
¤arying function or
Ž . d Ž . Ž .b p ; g s n L n where p ) 0, d ) y1, L ? is a slowly ¤aryingn n n
and nondecreasing function,
Ž . X Xthen the implication 3.9 is true for e¤ery a G a G 0 and b ) b.
X Ž .Proof. This statement was already proved for a ) a G 0 by part a of
Theorem 3.5. So it remains to prove it for case a s a X. It is sufficient to
X Y Y  4consider b s b q 1 only. Fix a ) a such that a y a - min 1, d q 1 .
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Ž U . Ž . Ž .Ugif s “ s J and s s O A then by part a of Theorem 3.5 s “n p n a b n
Ž . ŽŽ aYya y1 a , bqg . .Ys A , i.e., s “ s N, A , p ? A . As the methodsa b n a b
Ž aYya y1 a , bqg . Ž aYya y1 a , bqg .N, A , p and N, A , g are equivalent for
Ž wbounded sequences due to the relations see 8, Proposition 3 and its
x.proof ,
pa , bqg ; g a , bqg ; MnaqŽ bqg .dqbqgy1L n n “ ‘Ž . Ž .n n 1
Ž Ž . . Ž aYya y1where L ? is a slowly varying function then also s “ s N, A ,1 n
a , bqg . Ž aY b Ug . Ž a , bq1 Ug . Ž . Ž .g ? A . As N, g , g : N, g , g by parts c and d ofab
Ž Ž n aya Yy1 .Theorem 3.4, respectively, then the method N, Ý A g ,ks0 nyk k
a
Y , bqg . Ž Ž ..g is regular see factorization 3.5 and therefore
n
Y Y Y
aya y1 a , bqg a yay1 a , bqgs “ s N , A g , g ? N , A , g ? A ,Ž .Ýn nyk k a bž /ž /
ks0
Ž a , bqg . Ž a , bqg . Ži.e., s “ s N, g, g ? A . As the methods N, g, g and N,n a b
a , bqg . Žp, p are equivalent for bounded sequences we obtain s “ s N, p,n
a , bqg . Ž .p ? A , i.e., s “ s A .ab n a , bq1
Ž .  4THEOREM 3.7 Convexity Theorem . Let A be the family of methodsab
Ž ab Ug . Ž . Ž .A s N, p , p , where p satisfy 1.3 .ab n
Ž . Ž . Y Xa Then the implication 3.11 is true for any 0 - a - a F a and
X Y Ž . Ž .b s b s b . In particular, if p ) 0 then 3.11 holds also for a s 0.n
Moreo¤er,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b If p satisfies, in addition, the condition 1.1 then 3.11 is truen
for e¤ery 0 - a - aY F a X and b F b Y F b X.
Ž . Ž . Yc If in addition, p p then 3.11 is true also for any a , a G 0,n
a y 1 - aY F a X, and b - b Y F b X.
Ž . Ž . Ž .d p satisfies the restrictions in part d of Theorem 3.4 then then
Ž . Y  4 Y Ximplication 3.11 is also true for a , a G 0, a y min 1, d q 1 - a F a ,
and b - b Y F b X.
Ž . Ž . Ž .e If p satisfies the restrictions put in Theorem 3.6 then 3.11 isn
also true for e¤ery 0 F a F aY F a X and b - b Y F b X.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. We observe that q satisfies 1.3 and in statements b ] e alson
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  41.1 . Also p satisfies 3.7 with a s 1 in c and a s min 1, 1 q d inn 1 1
Ž . . Ž . Ž .d see the proof of Theorem 3.4 . Therefore our statements a and b are
Ž . Ž . Ugimmediate conclusions from parts a and b of Theorem 3.3 for q s p .n
Y Ž . Ž .In case, if a , a ) 0, our statements c and d can be obtained as
Ž . Ž .conclusions from part c of Theorem 3.3. statement e can be derived
from Theorem 3.6 in the same way as Theorem 3.3 was derived from
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Ž . Ž .Theorem 3.2. In the same way also statements c and d in cases if a s 0
Y Ž . Ž .or a s 0 can be concluded from parts b and c of Theorem 3.5,
respectively.
X Y Ž .Remark 3.4. In particular, if s s 0, a s a s a s 0 and p satisfiesn
Ž . Ž . Ž .the conditions a in Theorem 3.6 then the implications 3.6 , 3.9 , and
Ž . Ug U3.11 with q s p and the weaker method J instead of J for everyq q
Y X w xb - b - b were proved in 11 as parts of Lemma 3 and Theorem 1. If,
Ž . Ž . Žin addition, g s 1 then the implication 3.6 and 3.10 stated in Remark
Ž .. X X3.3 as a corollary from 3.9 were proved for any a s a s 0, b ) b ,
Ž X . w xb , b s 1, 2 . . . by Theorem 1 in 8 . Comparing our proofs with the
w xproofs of mentioned results from 11, 8 we see that the methods A areab
strongly needed to extend these results for y1 - d - 0.
Ž . w x Ž .We note also that the inclusion ii in Remark 3 in 11 and Theorem 1 i
w x8 are not quite true. These results become true if we replace therein the
U U ŽU b U bmethods J and J by methods J and J , respectively, see Lemmap p p p
Ž .. Ž . w x1.1 h . Then the proof of Theorem 1 ii in 11 can be corrected using the
extended power series methods.
The following result is an immediate consequence from Theorems 3.4,
3.5, and 3.7:
Ž ab Ug . Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. Let A s N, p , p , a ) 0, b g N . If p sab n
d Ž . Ž .n L n where y1 - d - 0 and L n is a slowly ¤arying nondecreasing
Y X Ž . Ž . Ž .function then for e¤ery 0 - a - a - a the implications 2.3 , 2.11 , 2.12 ,
Ž . Ug  4and 2.5 with q s p hold for the family A of methodsa
A s A a ) 0 .Ž .a Žayw a x.Ždq1. , w a x
Finishing our paper we note that a lot of conclusions for special
Ž .sequences p can be drawn from the results proved above. We give onen
1 Ž .for the case p s . Here it is known that s “ s C, 1 implies s “n n nn q 1
Ž . Ž w Ž .x.s J see 5, Theorem 1 D . We also know that in this case there exists ap
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .sequence s such that s “ s J and s s O 1 but not s “ s N, p, pn n p n n
Ž . Ž w x.and not s “ s C, 1 see 9 . However, the next result follows immedi-n
Ž ..ately from Theorem 3.5 a .
1 Ž . Ž .UgCOROLLARY 3.3. If p s then s “ s J and s s O 1 implyn n p nn q 1
Ž .s “ s A for e¤ery a ) 0 and b g N and g s 1, 2, 3 . . . .n a b
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